Director Training and Industry Update Workshop
DD&F wants to help your bank board work more effectively and help them understand their role
as a bank director in this rapidly changing financial environment. Our accredited two-hour
workshop includes:










An Overview of the Current Banking Environment
Key Functions Requiring Board Attention
Legal Responsibilities of Directors
Practical Tips for Directors
Assurance Services for Bank Boards
Regulatory Hot Spots
Important Financial Metrics to Monitor
How Does your Bank Compare to Peers?
A Look into the Future of Banking

“Ted’s director training was
exactly what our board
needed. We are pleased
with DD&F every time we
use them.” —Scott Hultberg,
President,
Bodcaw Bank

Things we’ve observed about boards...does this describe yours? If your answer is “YES” to just
one of the questions below, DD&F’s Directors Training and Industry Update workshop will help!
1. Is your board unsure of what regulators expect from them? Bank regulators assume and expect
board members to know much more about banking and their bank than most directors actually
know. We work with hundreds of banks across the nation and know what regulators expect. We
would like to pass that knowledge on to you.
2. Does your board tend to micro-manage some areas while neglecting important responsibilities in
other areas? You’re not alone. We can help redirect your board to function as a real board should.
3. Does your board spend more time on the past and not enough time on planning for the future?
Strategic planning is important and required by regulators, but many bank boards do not do it effectively, nor do they use their plans as a living document.
4. Do your directors fail to focus on building shareholder value? We find that many directors do not
know what options are available to maximize value based upon the bank’s situation.

About Ted: Ted Gammill, a principal with DD&F Consulting has conducted
strategic planning and director training for community banks across the nation.
Ted is a former CPA and investment banker, working in the area of bank mergers & bank acquisitions, as well as strategic planning. He is the former CEO
of one of the most profitable banking ventures in the nation that he started with
Holiday Inn founder, Kemmons Wilson. Ted’s knowledge of banking from the
inside out helps him connect with bank boards and talk in a language that they
understand.
Ted Gammill, Principal,
DD&F Consulting Group

To learn more about our Director Training and Industry Update Workshop or to schedule training, contact Ted Gammill at (501)
374-2600, or email Ted at tgammill@ddfconsulting.com.
DD&F Consulting Group is a full service community bank consulting firm with over 20 years of experience helping out clients
understand and adjust to changes in the financial industry. For information, go to the DD&F website at www.ddfconsulting.com.

